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Introduction and theoretical considerations
When soils

are

wet or flooded

during

win-

spring, many plants suffer from persistent anoxia of their rhizospheres. Oxygen diffusion from the atmosphere through
the wet soil is insufficient to overcome this
2 deficiency because of the low solubility
0
and the low diffusion velocity of 0
2 in the
aqueous phase. Thus it is obvious that the
only plants that can survive in temporarily
flooded ecosystems are those that have
developed the ability to tolerate or to avoid
root anoxia for longer periods of time.

ter or

As has been recently shown (Grosse
and Schr6der, 1984; 1985; 1986), the wetland alder Alnus glutinosa L. Gaertn. is
able to improve 0
-supply to its root sys2
tem by gas transport from the aerial parts
of its stem to the roots. The gas transport
in A. glutinosa is assumed to be thermoosmotic. Thermo-osmosis of gases is a
physicochemical effect based on Knudsen-diffusion (Takaishi and Sensui, 1963)
found in several plants living in wet habitats (Grosse and Schr6der, 1986; Schrö*

der et al., 19ti6; Grosse and Mevi-Schutz,

1987).
Thermo-osrnosis might generally be
described as any flow of matter between
two compartments under the influence of
a

temperature gradient through

a mem-

brane with pores in the range of the mean
free path lengths of the gas molecules
considered (Knudsen, 1910; Denbigh and
Raumann, 1952: Takaishi and Sensui,
1963). The mean free path length is defined as the average distance the gas
molecules cover between successive collisions. For air molecules moving statistically with speedsaccording to Maxwell’s law,
the mean free path length is 0.1 Jim. Due
to the laws of Knudsen-diffusion (restricted
diffusion), gas flow is always directed
towards the warmer compartment; a rise
in gas pressure results in this compartment. Experiments showed that thermoosmotic pres:;urization is even possible
with pores of 1-1.5 Jim in diameter (Takaishi and Sensui, 1963).

The stem is assumed to be the thermoosmotic chamber in A. glutinosa, with the
lenticel tissue acting as a fine porous
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membrane between the atmosphere and
the intercellular system inside. Intercellular
spaces 1-5 pm in diameter are frequently
found in the lenticel tissue of young leafless alders (K6stler et al., 1968). When
there is a temperature difference between
the stem and the surrounding air, the gas
inside the stem will be pressurized and
flow through the intercellular spaces of the
phloem and the xylem to the roots.
Materials and Methods

Experiments were carried out with 6 mo old
seedlings of different deciduous tree species.
Temperature differences between the stems
and the atmosphere were measured as previously described (Grosse and Schr6der, 1984;
1985; 1986). Gas diffusion and transport
through young trees were measured by a tracer
gas technique. 11% (v/v) ethane was injected
into the middle chamber of a glass apparatus
containing the stem of a young leafless tree.
The tracer gas flow out of the stems into an
upper chamber as well as out of the roots into a
lower chamber was recorded by FID-GC. 0
2
escape out of the roots of alders was measured
means
of
a
Clark
electrode
by
(Bachotype 0
2

fer, F.R.G.).

Description of FID-GC
Hewlett-Packard 5750 GC with flame ionization detector, equipped with 1/8&dquo; column
C, flow rates :
*
Porapak P/Q, 3 ft each, 65

,
1
: 60 ml-min2
N
300 ml!min-!.

:
2
H

30

, synth. air:
1
ml-min-

Results

Temperature differences of 2-10°K between the bark of young trees and the

atmosphere

can

be measured whenever

the stems

irradiated by an artificial
the sun (Table I). The temlight
perature differences established due to
irradiation are similar in all investigated
tree species. A. glutinosa is the only tree
in which, correlated to this rise in temperature, small pressure differences between
stem and atmosphere can be recorded
(Schrbder, 1986). This should, according
to the theory, lead to an enhanced gas
transport to the roots.
are

source or

Gas flow to the stems and roots was
studied in experiments with 6 deciduous
tree species, using ethane as a tracer gas.
A sketch of the apparatus used for the
experiments is shown in Fig. 1.
The graphs (Fig. 2) show results of the
tracer measurements. Gas flow through
the stems to root and shoot can be observed in each of the investigated species.
In most species, gas flow to the roots was
dominant. In A. incana and in C. betulus
(2C, D), roots and stems were supplied

equal rates, whereas in A.
pseudoplatanus and in A. glutinosa (2A,
B), gas diffusion to the stem was negligible and most of the gas escaped out of
with air at

the roots. Almost no gas flow could be
observed in F sylvatica (2E). Diffusion
rates in F. excelsiorwere extremely high to
the stem, but twice as much gas reached
the roots (Fig. 2F). A. glutinosa and A.
incana (2B, C) were the only trees showing any significant enhancement of gas
flow to the roots or the stems after irradiation.
A series of experiments with 6 and 12
old leaf-covered and leafless alder
trees was conducted to examine oxygen
escape out of the roots in the dark at 20°C
(a) and 5°C for leafless (b) and leaf-covered alders (c), respectively (Fig. 3). Oxygen diffusion down to the roots was not
sufficient to fulfill respiratory demands of
the trees. irradiation of the stem led to
increased gas transport and to oxidation
of the rhizosph!ere (cross-hatched bars).
mo

Discussion and Conclusions

than the upper
et

parts of the

al., 1968). F. sylvatica

stem

(K6stler

seems to

be

Although all investigated tree species
showed significant rises in stem temperature upon irradiation, A. glutinosa was the
only one which developed small pressure

to gases. In F. excelsior, gas flow rates due to diffusion were
the highest; diffusion towards the roots
was twice as high as diffusion to the stem.

differences inside its stem. This may,
according to the theory, be due to the
existence of small intercellular spaces
inside the lenticel tissue stimulating thermo-osmosis of gases. In A. incana, measurements of pressure differences showed
no significant results; it has to be assumed
that pressure differences occur in a range
too small to be measured with the
equipment available. Tracer gas experiments with young leafless trees were
conducted to clarify the thermo-osmotic
phenomenon. Except for C. betulus, gas
diffusion rates during dark experiments
were always higher to the roots than to the
stems. This might be due to the fact that in
many trees root tissue is more porous

No enhancement of gas flow could be
induced by irradiating the stem. Obviously,
there are no thermo-osmotically active tissues in F. excelsior. A. pseudoplatanus
had diffusion rates similar to those of
Alnus species, but an enhanced air flow to
the upper parts of the stems and the roots
due to a thermo-osmotically mediated gas
transport could only be demonstrated in
A. glutinosa. The amounts of gas transported into the stems and roots at
200 1
-s- and a 5T of 2°K between
2
M
pE.
stem and atmosphere were 2-4 times
higher than the diffusion rates in the dark
at 8T= 0. Due to this adaptation, A. glutinosa reached gas flow rates even higher
than those of F. excelsior, which is known

nearly impermeable

to stand flooding for longer periods of
time. Almost no gas transport could be
shown in A. incana, which is a closely
related tree, that always grows in drained
soil.
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Experiments with a Clark-type 0
2 electrode confirmed that thermo-osmotic gas
transport leads to an increase of the 0
2
concentration in the rhizosphere of A. glutinosa. Oxygen diffusion through the stem
is not sufficient to satisfy the 0
2 demand
of the roots in leafless and leaf-covered
young alders. Thermo-osmotic gas transport enhances the 0
2 flow to rates sufficient to guarantee respiration and oxidizes
the rhizosphere with up to 7.8 pi 02!min-!
in leafless trees and 11 pi 1
.min- in leaf2
°
covered trees, respectively. The oxidation
of the rhizosphere might be very important
to alder’s roots and inhibit growth of bacteria or accumulation of toxic compounds
close to the roots.
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